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DAVID HIRATA LECTURE- Tuesday, June 1

Tuesday, June 1 at 7pm PDT (Virtual Doors
open at 6:30pm)

May was Asian Pacific American Heritage
Month where many fascinating programs
were available covering a wide range of
subjects. The Oakland Magic Circle joins
the celebration, if a day late, in proudly
presenting David Hirata.
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David writes “The lecture will consist of three parts:
1) A bit of history of Japanese magic, and how it came to be seen in America.  This is largely based on the
historical information in my show about the Japanese vaudeville troupes that came to the US and Europe in
the 1860's and what this meant for the introduction of Japan to the rest of the world accompanied by some
classic photos.  I'll focus on the story of Namigoro Sumidagawa and his fame as "the butterfly conjuror."

Some parallel subplots will be about imposter Asian
magicians like Soto Sunetaro, Chung Ling Soo, Fu
Manchu, Chop Chop, and the Soko-nashi Bako prop.

2) A brief discussion about the how-to's of creating a
theatrical magic show, as I experienced them.

3) A teach-in of several effects I used in my show--the
Butterfly Effect, an original silk vanish/appearance
sequence and a silk color change I developed using the
Soko-nashi bako prop for the show.  Plus a deep dive into
linking ring moves with some handling subtleties on the
silent crash link and the Reinhardt Unlink (both moves from
the show) that I've never seen in print or on video
anywhere else.”

David Hirata has been doing magic ever since he got that Houdini Magic Kit at his seventh birthday. He's been
a regular performer at the California Magic Dinner Theater in Martinez, and has done the usual range of gigs in
various banquet rooms, restaurants, living rooms and back yards around the Bay Area.  His theatrical magic
show, "A Box Without A Bottom" ran at the San Diego Fringe Festival, the Fog City Magic Festival and had a
successful three-month run at The Marsh Arts Center in Berkeley.

Visit David’s website.

Read Patricia L. Morin’s review of A BOX WITHOUT A BOTTOM: “David Hirata Spins a Tale of Identity &

Illusion"

Read Broadway World’s Interview with David.

An article David wrote about discovering Namigoro Sumidagawa and developing the show about the classic

Japanese magician famed as "the butterfly conjuror,."

MarshStream Roundtable with David Hirata, Wei Wang and Brenda Wong Aoki with fascinating discussions
about the challenges the AAPI community experiences in the arts.

Listen to an interview on KALW

Visit David’s Things Impossible website and watch his videos.
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DAVID HIRATA ANSWERS OUR FIVE QUESTIONS

1. Please tell us the first magic trick(s) you were proud to perform and about how old were you?
Learning a sponge ball routine was a game-changer for me at about age 10.  To have an effect in my

repertoire that would generate such a
huge response gave me a lot of
confidence and taught me a lot about
magic performance.

2.And the first important magic
book(s) and why?
Joseph Leeming’s Fun With Magic was
really important to me as youngish (8 or 9
year old) magician.  Its DIY approach to
props taught me a lot, and the book was
just fun to read.  Bill Tarr’s Now You See
It, Now You Don’t was an eye-opener, it
really opened up the world of sleight of
hand conjuring for my 12-year-old self.
And, when I was about 19, Phil Thomas,
the wonderful owner of the Yogi Magic
Mart in Baltimore, taught me the
importance of studying classic texts by
introducing me to Royal Road to Card
Magic by Jean Hugard and Frederick
Braue.

(left: David with a selection of his earliest
magic effects and books)

3. If you were going to a desert island for six months to do a deep dive into your magic
what three effects would you take with you to perfect? And what three books would you bring
along?

Three effects for the desert island: 1) Learning the use of a boon writer, literally from A to Z—I like the
one I got from Joe Pon’s Misdirections; 2) The Alan Wakeling
Billiard Ball Routine and 3) The “Trio” coin routine by Gary Kurtz in
Unexplainable Acts.  The three books: Peek Performances by Richard
Busch, Mnemonica by Juan Tamariz and The Annotated Magic of Slydini by
Lewis Ganson and Gene Matsuura.

4. You are planning a dinner party followed by your magic show.
Among the guests can be any five people from history (living or dead,
magician or not). Who would you invite?

My fantasy dinner guests would be Suleiman I, Sultan of the Ottoman
Empire from 1520-1566; science fiction writer Becky Chambers; investor
Warren Buffett; former Speaker of the House Paul Ryan; and Japanese
magician Namigoro Sumidagawa. Here’s hoping I have a translator who
knows Meiji era Japanese and medieval Turkish!
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5.  What are words of wisdom or advice you can offer for aspiring prestidigitators?
In my opinion, the biggest unspoken secret of magic is that, if you want to perform regularly, you

need to expend energy to make it happen.  Doesn’t matter if you’re performing for a living, or if you just
want to perform casually.  In some ways, learning to perform for non-paying audiences of friends and
family is harder; you need to learn how to insert magic into social situations without being the social bull
in a china shop, and friends and family can be a lot more insistent than paying strangers about
examining those coins or shuffling that deck.  But regular performance does so much for the magician’s
craft, and I think it’s worth the effort.

If you want to purchase any of the books mentioned in “Five Answers” we urge you to check
with OMC member Byron Walker, one of the world’s foremost magic book dealers/collectors.
Members received a 10% discount on orders of $40 or more. Write him at
byron.walker@comcast.net. His website only shows a fraction of what he sells.
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Asian American and Pacific Islander Heritage Magic Extras

Monday Night Magic’s Grand Finale of Asian American and Pacific Islander Heritage Month has conjured three
performers unlike any other. May be viewed now through Sunday June 6.
Tickets and details here

There is no way we could be exhaustive but are offering a sampling of names, articles and images we hope
intrigue you.

Listen to Kayla Drescher’s SHEZAM! Podcasts
Episode 078-“A piece of plastic…that says ‘Fish Market'” is a fascinating discussion on the experience of
performers of Asian descent that will surprise you with many stories told by Felicia Ling, Makoto Halverson, Ed
Kwon, Courtney Pong and Julie Eng.

Also the bay area’s own Jade will tell things you did not know about
her career on 043 – Jade on both the Lovely and the Hard things.

Other active Asian/Southeast Asian American members and friends
of the Oakland Magic Circle who contribute much to our community
include Dan and James Chan, Perry Yan, Cynthia Yee of Chinatown
Magic San Francisco, author Gigi Pandian, entertainers Korene Tom
and Dale Chung, magician and creative coder Suyash Joshi and Joe
Pon of Misdirections Magic Shop.

David Hirata’s play A Box Without a Bottom explores cultural
appropriation where hugely successful Asian magicians had their
acts stolen by western performers who put on “Asian” makeup and
costumes akin to “Blackface” minstrels.

Probably the most high profile example is explored in Ching Ling Foo
and Chung Ling Soo: The Ultimate Magic Smackdown by Trav S.D.
There is an excellent biography of America’s First Chinese Superstar

(2020) by Samuel Porteous (visit
the website).

Ching Ling Foo with Houdini
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I couldn't resist reporting on Tenkatsu Shokyokusai who was the real thing. Born in Tokyo, as a teen she
became the assistant to showman Tenichi, touring the U.S.(1901-1903). Then became a well-known magician
on her own, leading a troupe that also presented western plays. with her own reverse spin, adapted for Japan
and later toured America. With her Flower Heaven Troupe she wore a strap-on hooked in a 300,000 volt Tesla
Coil to shower bolts of artificial lightning on the girls below holding conductor rods, part of a Japanese artistic
movement called “Eroguronansensu erotic-grotesque-nonsense.” And For more information and a stunning
selection of photos, look here.

There were many Asian and Southeast Asian magicians who toured the world competing with European and
Americans dressed up as Asians.

The Bamberg dynasty was six generations of Dutch magicians. The last two appropriated Asian characters.
One story goes that Theo did not have a good speaking voice and figured he could do a silent act if the
audience thought he  was Asian and he couldn’t speak European languages. He became Okito, an anagram of
Tokio (which was the spelling of Tokyo at the time) but soon he decided that Chinese robes were easier to hide
the bowls he produced than the Japanese kimono he previously wore. Already known as Okito, he kept the
name, so he was forever known as a Chinese magician with a Japanese name. Watch Okito in rare footage of
his act. His son David played all over the world with traditional magic acts. In 1928 an Argentinian film
executive was impressed with the packed houses Dante drew there and asked David if he could create an
illusion show. Having grown up as part of his father’s act he decided to create a show as Fu Manchu. The
show toured the world and became the most extravagant show in the world.
developed his own act as Fu Manchu (watch a sample of his act).

Numerous magic effects include the name “Okito” and dozens of magic tricks sold by dealers appropriated
Asian figures and lettering. Ching Ling Foo actually did a torn and restored paper routine that fascinated Harlan
Tarbell. He learned how to do it and presented his version with a respectful routine honoring Foo. But, he
explains in Tarbell’s Vol 1, that he added Chinese lettering to help prevent the “restored ball” from being seen
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through the thin wartime paper available.. When commercially sold it became Chinese Laundry Ticket with a
routine to make you cringe. The Temple Screen had Buddhas and lettering (one routine joke was that the
Chinese script translated as “Eat at Joes”).

Many effects, especially production boxes and coin effects had such symbols and the performance was often
accompanied by patter that included racial stereotypes. Though Ching Ling Foo was one of the early
magicians to popularize the Chinese Linking Rings, researchers claim they have traced them  to Turkey, Egypt,
Ancient Rome and the Middle East as long ago as the 1st century. Max Maven found one of the oldest
confirmed records of the linking rings in Hokasen, Hirase Hose’s 1764 study on street performance. Maven
analyzed it in the May 2016 issue of Genii magazine.

The Chinese Sticks may derived from a Japanese invention, the Pom Prayer Stick described in 1792 and both
owe debts to Solomon’s Pillars (1600s) and Nose Bridle described in Scot’s Discoverie of Witchcraft (1584;
page 351).

Genii Magazine has avoided racial stereotypes for much of its history. Here is a Genii Forum on Asian images
and trick names. And ZZZAUBER has collected some upsetting stereotypes from magic catalogs in parts one
and two.
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Watch the highly entertaining, live and animated, feature
film The Magical Life of Long Tack Sam [2003] by great
granddaughter and award-winning filmmaker Ann Marie
Fleming. She also created a companion graphic memoir.

Full feature film  (87 minutes)

An article about Long Tack Sam.

Director Fleming is developing a fiction film called
Shanghai Follies.
M.U.M article about De Yip Loo by Mark Holstein

Magicians are prominent characters in Japanese
folklore often depicted in art work.
Japanese magicians performing vanish magic, sleeve
magic, exhaling bees and vase magic (left)
A Contest of Magical Scenes: Daijyamaru, 1862.
(right)
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Fujinami Yukarinosuke (藤波由縁之助), a fascinating seducer and wizard of Japanese folklore. Here we
see him while evoking a giant butterfly reading the spells of a magic scroll  (courtesy Art
Japanese.com)
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And in another interpretation, releasing many butterflies below.

See many more magicians in Ukiyo-e art.

ATTENTION TEENS- 2021 Lance Burton Teen Seminar

The 2021 Teen Seminar will be online and is FREE. July 6th, and  July 7th

More info and register here.
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MAGICAL RESOURCE OF THE MONTH

Looking for hard-to-find information about magicians? This might have your answer. Or they will help
research it. Lots of fascinating blog posts, podcasts, a YouTube channel and a range social media sites all
found at The Magic Detective.

Here is an entry about Long Tack Sam.

NEWS YOU CAN USE

Join the American Museum of Magic. Though they are located in Marshall, Michigan, the museum hosts some
fabulous virtual events and tours. And have access to
the library, poster and equipment research library.

The Mystery of Magic’s Greatest Card Trick

At 94, the magician David Berglas says
his renowned effect can’t be taught. Is
he telling the truth? Read the New York
Times article.

Aaron Fisher presents David Berglas and
the Legendary Berglas Effect

(2010).
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INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF MAGICIANS (I.B.M.) VIRTUAL CONVENTION

The I.B.M. is offering FOUR full length virtual magic shows featuring Justin Willman, Lucy Darling, Rune
Carlsen, and Ben Seidman for less than $100.00! Oh, the fee also includes two variety magic shows with
ten performers, five lectures and interviews with Mac King, Stephen Bargatze, Oscar Munoz, Ken Scott,
Nate Bargatze, Casey Thomas, and Shin Lim. All of this will take place over three days during the I.B.M.’s
2021 annual convention from July 8th to the 10th. As an added bonus, if you are unable to catch some of
the events, it will be available online for a limited period following the convention to view on demand. If all
that wasn’t enough the fee $99.00 will also included a FULL year membership to the I.B.M. Yes, you read
that right. If you are already a member, your membership will be extended by a year and if you’re just
joining, there is no better time to join!
To view the exceptional talent roster, review the schedule, and to reserve your spot please visit
www.IBMCONVENTION.com

MAGIC IN THE BAY AREA

There are no live in-person shows currently scheduled but many performers are

having success with Virtual Shows.  Support your local magicians.

All shows are Virtual unless otherwise stated. Links for info and tickets  are

underlined and in blue or red.

LOCAL CLUBS, LECTURES AND MEETINGS

If you are a Northern California magician or club and would like to be listed here, please send

information to GaryMeyerEDF@gmail.com

IBM Ring 216 in Silicon Valley is having a Magic
Auction-- Wednesday, June 9 at 7:30pm PDT.
Everyone is invited.
Full details here.

Zoom link:

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/87949064934?pwd=VzBDemxCRklDeXFwcnhNcjh3VmdBQT09

Meeting ID: 879 4906 4934
Passcode: 281598
Sample items donated to the auction can be seen on Facebook page.
==================
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S.A.M. 112, Diablo Assembly meets the third Wednesday of each month at 7pm. Write to Germar

germagic2@aol.com to be put on the mailing list.

They host the Society of Young Magicians where young wizards can perform and learn. It is usually the third
Monday. Zoom link. https://hangouts.google.com/call/xHHXATtBTQk3NVLQGv3NAAEA For more information
contact Subash subashshibu8256@gmail.com. They love having other magicians join them to do a trick or two
and/or teach an effect. The SAM 112 website is out of date but has basic info.

VIRTUAL SHOWS

Phil Ackerly’s Home Editions are taking a break. Check back here for updates.

Two Magicians, One Car Cross-Country Tour Kick-Off Show

Bid "bon voyage" at the last public, San Francisco Bay Area show before magicians Ash K. & Kevin the Cap go
cross country! With Tom Collett.
Wed, June 23, 2021- 8:00 PM – 10:00 PM PD
The Great Star Theater-636 Jackson Street
San Francisco, CA 94133
Tickets and more info-
Ticket prices go up on June 21st so book now and save.
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Susan Zeller, The Magical Storyteller is now available for booking live virtual magic shows for private
and corporate clients. She also does charity shows. Susan combines magic and song. She can be
contacted through her webpage at Susan Zeller - The Magical Storyteller or by gmail at
susan@susanzellermagic.com. She also periodically does virtual shows that are posted on Facebook.

Is he Big Al Catraz, Cousin Otis or Not That (St. Nick) Guy? You’ll need to follow Glen Micheletti to find
out who and where he is next on Facebook or his website.
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Chris Herren is offering regular virtual shows  and magician
interviews on his Facebook page.

And watch a new short documentary about how he came to be
a magician.
For more visit his website.

Jay Alexander has announced The Marrakech Magic Theater will re-appear on June 18! Get tickets
here.
+++++++++++++++=
Want to talk shop? Want to work on something for your virtual shows? Need help with Zoom /
OBS? Just needing some human interaction? Come join in.
MONDAY NIGHTS @ 11PM (PST)

Join Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/87506257565?pwd=OFQ0c3VwbUF6OWpqam8vem9tOTJIdz09
Meeting ID: 875 0625 7565  Passcode: insomnia
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California Magic Club is closed until they can safely open. Sign up for notifications.
But Gerry Griffin writes: “I'm very excited to introduce my new website focused on teaching the fine art
of magic. As a subscriber, you get exclusive access to a private collection. New content is posted
weekly! No matter your level of expertise, this ever-expanding library is based on 40+ years of
real-world experience. Get started today!

Supporting other magicians is a big part of my life’s work. When I look back at the mentors who
helped me become who I am today, I am forever grateful. Teaching others is part of my passion for
the fine art of magic.

It is an interesting approach for only $10 a month.
Check it out and read his terrific blog posts.

Frank Olivier's Funny Fridays will resume soon.

Check for streaming live on Facebook.
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https://www.calmagic.com/
https://www.gerrygriffinmagic.com/
https://www.facebook.com/JugglerFrank
https://www.facebook.com/JugglerFrank


The San Francisco

Magic Studio with

Frisco Fred- -Dates and

Tickets here

Brad Barton, Reality Thief is back with a brand new episode to his interactive online magic
show! Imagine if Mr. Rogers had his own Late Night Talk Show inside of Pee Wee's
Playhouse, but then one weekend they decided to broadcast it from inside a surreal futuristic
Art Deco designed nightclub.
Your home is the theater. Your screen is the stage. Bring a deck of cards with you and the magic
will happen in your hands! Performing live and in person, Brad will share brand new magic,
created just for this experience, with a healthy dose of comedy and fun. Broadcasting this
month's online magic shows LIVE from one of San Francisco's most beautiful night clubs.

New dates to be announced. Follow him on Facebook for info.
Watch the delightful new trailer for the show.
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http://www.friscofred.com/
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/street-magic-live-tickets-123258087257?aff=ebdssbonlinesearch
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https://www.realitythief.com/
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https://www.eventbrite.com/e/brad-barton-reality-thiefs-new-online-magic-show-w-a-super-original-name-tickets-128056954799?aff=erelexpmlt
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nrpWu9wd8Wc&feature=emb_logo


Ryan Kane has moved to The Big Apple. We will miss his energy but his virtual presence continues. Check for
lectures and events on his Facebook page.

Tips and Tricks with Ryan Kane now has 30 short videos posted.

The Mostly Magicians Virtual Open Mic with guest hosts every Wednesday live at 6pm PDT.

Info, details and sign up to perform.

Jake Strong hosts June 2.

Christian Cagigal’s San Francisco Ghost Hunt presents Virtual Ghost Hunt Fireside
Stories with Magic. Updates on Facebook.
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https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=676778318
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCv8AIMAD_pqNA6_-XNEOBmQ
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https://www.facebook.com/magicianchristiancagigal/


Magique Bazaar - Follow Michael Stroud and Genii Perry on Facebook.

Alex Ramon has been presenting a free live show Every Saturday night at 8pm

PST but is taking a break.

News on Facebook.  Zoom links are here.

You can schedule a party with Alex as the virtual magician. Introduce him to your

non-magic friends. There is no cost but donations are accepted. Check it out.

Mike Della Penna creates WONDER and LAUGHTER with
family magic performances that are equal parts PLAYFUL and
ASTONISHING! His wife has written a children’s book, The
Giant and the Elf based on a magic performance by Mike. In
addition to personalized livestream shows and teaching magic, he
has a busy schedule of Virtual Magic and Variety Shows. Future
shows will be announced here.
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https://www.facebook.com/MagiqueBazaar
https://www.facebook.com/alexramonmagic
https://www.alexramonmagic.com/?fbclid=IwAR0CFkfi3WsROnaYyF_4uAatAwjKREaRGSNzrHjWMNeTZlDKsFGwUyRhfb4
https://www.alexramonmagic.com/schedule
http://www.mikedellapenna.com/the-book.html
http://www.mikedellapenna.com/the-book.html
http://www.mikedellapenna.com/home.html
http://www.mikedellapenna.com/home.html


Dan Chan and Family -Get mystified with some fun magic & mind reading demonstrations
from father-and-son duo, Dan Chan and James Chan — then learn how to mystify your friends
yourself as they teach you a few of their favorite tricks for beginners.

Dan is working with AirBnB to offer online magical experiences. Information and booking

here. for “Powerful Mindreading & Magic'' throughout May.

Mai Tais & Magic with a Pirate! The

Crazy Magic Show and Mixology How

To! with Capt’n Jack Spareribs (Miles

Ace)- Go to the Website to see all of

the creative show concepts and find out

about his next shows. And follow him

on Facebook as well as his alter ego Ace

Miles.
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https://www.danchanmagic.com/virtualmagicshows.html
http://danchanmagic.com/
http://danchanmagic.com/JamesChan.html
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https://jackspareribs.com/?fbclid=IwAR3sbexnN6vTW1p5yatnr_7T2wcaK2QW0PT4WGY7bsPjsU-Df9_NarYZM38/
https://www.facebook.com/jack.spareribs
https://www.facebook.com/jack.spareribs


San Francisco’s Magic Patio does not currently have any

scheduled public shows  but highlights from recent virtual

performances can be seen on the YouTube channel.Sign up

to be notified of new shows.

Kevin Blake’s Virtual Magic is available to be booked for your group.

Kevin Vanishing Inc. Show Time is now available--A New kind of

Virtual Show.

Brian Scott is available with mystifying magic and illusions.
Keep up-to-date on his Facebook page. Free fun show Thursday, June 10 at 11am.
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https://www.themagicpatio.com/
https://www.youtube.com/themagicpatio
https://www.youtube.com/themagicpatio
https://www.mindofkevin.com/virtual-magic-shows/
https://www.vanishingincmagic.com/showtime/kevin-blake-vanishing-inc-showtime/?fbclid=IwAR0nOSO7l_S1AP9rxbhoCCCdrfClAmaXrzCACRdAWENNQSQ4FPOubGfni2w
https://brianscottproductions.com/
https://www.facebook.com/brian.ambrosch
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/brian-scott-magic-on-facebook-live-tickets-156274345775?aff=erelexpmlt


More info here.

For many more magic, mentalism and variety shows and magic classes check Eventbrite and

Goldstar, Remember---if there is an admission price it is for your household. Some

performers even allow you to invite another household. Always read the details. And watch

shows from around the country by changing locations in the filter.

A good place to check many performers for updates is

The Magic Oracle, a beautifully designed website

highlighting magic around the world with a page

covering many San Francisco area regular

shows—when they return to the stage.

When you have an upcoming show or know of one in the Bay
Area please Email us the information to be listed. Include title and
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https://strongentertainment.com/
https://www.eventbrite.com/d/online/magician/?mode=search&q=magic&pa
https://www.goldstar.com/san-francisco?q=magic&page=2
https://www.carnivalofillusion.com/magic-oracle-sitemap.php
https://www.carnivalofillusion.com/san-francisco-magic-shows.php
https://www.carnivalofillusion.com/san-francisco-magic-shows.php


performer, date, time, location, a short blurb, website link, & a publicity photo or graphic. All
submissions must be sent in by the third Tuesday of the month for the following issue. Email Gary
Meyer, Newsletter Editor, at garymeyeredf@gmail.com

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA MAGIC DEALERS

Have you ever said, “I wish we had a local magic shop?”
Well---we do and please support them or we might lose them, especially in
this difficult time. Some have social distancing in-person hours and all will
gladly take your order on the phone or from their websites.

MISDIRECTIONS MAGIC SHOP - 1236-9th Avenue (near Golden Gate Park), San Francisco. (415)
566-2180. Locally owned and operated by Joe Pon with a terrific supply of your magic needs,
lectures, private lessons and a place for magicians to gather. The physical store is open 12-3
Tuesday-Friday and 12-5 on Saturdays and Sundays--- with social distancing. They do mail and
phone orders. If he doesn’t have it, he will get it for you. Tell Joe that OMC sent you.

Weekly posts on Instagram, Twitter, YouTube, and Facebook offer suggestions for virtual
show effects. Gift Certificates are available (wink wink, nudge nudge) You can purchase Maximum
Entertainment and Mnemonica mentioned by Magical Nathaniel in Five questions and get a 10%
discount with any orders of $30 or more if you are a member of OMC
Watch “Is this the last real magic shop?”
Read about April Halog’s visit to Misdirections.
Hoodline interviews owner Joe Pon.

BYRON WALKER BOOKS - OMC member and long-tine book dealer has about 4000 books in stock
covering magic, mentalism, gambling and bunco, juggling, and ventriloquism. He always stocks the
newest titles and has the rarest of volumes. This is a mail-order business based in San Leandro.
Byron will bring books to the OMC meetings upon request (when they are back in person) but for now
is doing mail order, has good prices and a deep inventory of both the newest books and hard-to-find
vintage volumes. He accepts PayPal. Call him at (510) 276-1854 or email byron.walker@comcast.net
Get a 10% discount with all orders of $40 or more if you are a member of OMC.
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mailto:garymeyeredf@gmail.com
http://shop.misdirections.com/
https://www.instagram.com/misdirectionsmagic/
https://twitter.com/JoeMisdirection
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVuUyuBC_nKuHRalmMEimnw?view_as=subscriber
https://www.facebook.com/misdirectionsmagicshop
https://misdirections.com/shop/ols/products/maximum-entertainment-20-expanded-revised-by-ken-weber
https://misdirections.com/shop/ols/products/maximum-entertainment-20-expanded-revised-by-ken-weber
https://misdirections.com/shop/ols/products/mnemonica-by-juan-tamariz
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qfp5SOzVM8Q
https://aiko8bit.wordpress.com/2013/04/22/misdirections-magic-shop/
https://hoodline.com/2015/02/misdirections-magic-shop-the-inner-sunset-s-wizard-school/
https://www.byronwalkermagicbooks.com/
mailto:byron.walker@comcast.net


HOUDINI’S MAGIC SHOP - Beach Street & The Embarcadero, Pier 39, San Francisco The local
branch of a national chain located in resort hotels and amusement parks oriented to tourists but
always worth a visit if in the area.

BOARDWALK MAGIC -400 Beach Street, Santa Cruz. Joshua Logan’s labor of love has an excellent
selection and demonstrators who are serious about their craft. Surprisingly good selection for a tourist
location and they will happily special order.

ZUCCHINI’S TRICK ‘N THINGS - Monterey Canning Company, 711 Cannery Row # H, Monterey.
Oriented to tourists with mass market magic, jokes and games but the demonstrators are having fun
and love a visit from other magicians. Worth a visit if you are at the Monterey Aquarium.

GRAND ILLUSIONS - 7704 Fair Oaks Blvd, Carmichael This family run business started by Steve
Johnson and his parents in 1988 carries magic, costumes, puppets, makeup, special effects, juggling
gear, novelties and more. They are having a “going out of business sale” with plenty of bargains. It
looks like they will lose their building by mid-January. Steve is also offering Teach-Ins so get on his
mailing list.

EVANGELINE’S COSTUME MANSION - 113 K Street, Sacramento A fun shop of over 4800 square
feet of basic magic tricks and a huge selection of novelty items, jokes, wigs and just plain fun.
Upstairs are two floors filled with accessories and every imaginable costume.

---------------------------------------------------------
The greater Sacramento area has become a home for magic companies but you can’t buy retail from
Murphy’s Magic. Look at their offerings online and ask your favorite dealer to order for you. Penguin
Magic and L&L Publishing are also based there and Ellusionist is based in Petaluma, but they do not
have storefronts and are mail order warehouses only. They all offer informative newsletters and
occasional free stuff. But order their products from your local dealer.
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